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ls the Catholic Church
in Austral ia
Supporting Communism?
The issue facing the Bishops' Conference
on the CCJP
Rightwing propagandists have been having a field day in their attacks
on the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace and on the work of
Australian Catholic Relief. But while the media have tended to accept
these attacks uncritically, there is another dimension which needs
consideration by the Bishops' Conference meeting this month writes
Fr BRUCE DUNCAN, CSsR, a member of the Outlook board.

D gVAR KABLE accusations
-[f. huu. been maoc againsr

scveral Catholic organisations in
the Australian media recently.
The Catholic Commission for Justice

Peace (CCJ P) and Australian
Catholic Relief (ACR) are 'being used for

and

outrightll political and

revolutionary

causes'. rvrote Michael Barnard in The Age

on l8 March l9tt6. ACR is

funding

Communist organisations in the
Philippines. said Anthonl' McAdanr in
The Bulletin. of' February 25. (48). Thc
CCJP has llllen undei'Marxist'influence.
says B. A. Santamaria in his News lleeklv

of

Janua11 8. 1986. Santamaria has also
called l'or a bolcott ol'ACR's lund-raising
Lenten appeal. Project Compassion.
Thc accusations began \\'ith attacks on
the 1985 CCJP Social .lustice document.
l4tork /or a Just Peace, and hale norv
mored on to attacking the l'unding policies
ol' ACR. So lar the Catholic bishops hare
been rathcr quict on thc issues. but thcy

rvill nccd to come to grips rrith thcm

at

thcir annual nreeting this month.

Othcr Catholics are ven conccrncd
about s hat appears to bc a s1'stcmatic
canrpaign. As Ourlook said in March. if
the bishops were lo cat'c in to this
campaign. it rvould demonst rate that
Santa nraria had'ade.lacto power ol'rcto'
or

cr thcnr.
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Distortion by News lleekly
The present attack on the CCJP began
with an article in News Weekly (May 15,
1985) headed'C.C.J.P.'s draft "peace"
statement backs unilateral disarmament'.
It claimed that 'The statement explicitly
advocates unilateral nuclear disarmament', and said it could'almost have been
written by the Communist Party'. A look
at the draft document, however, reveals
these criticism as being grossly distorted
and blatantly untrue.
The draft, which was here approved by
the bishops unchanged, explicitly quoted
from the US bishops' 1983 statement, in e
Challenge of Peoce:

While we do not advocate a policy of
unilateral disarmament, we believe the
urgent need for control of the arms race
requires a willingness for each side to

take some first steps

BY

independent initiatives we mean

carefully chosen limited steps which the
United States could take for a defined

Bishops guilty of sin?

An Assessment

News Weekly even began attacking
bishops. lt quoted Ken Gott, a member of

and the old Movement are altogether

the Victorian ALP, saying that'One does
not lightly accuse Catholic Bishops of sin,
but in the light of their endorsement of the
the charge must be
[CCJP] report
seriously considered' (October 23, I 985, 4).
Bishop Mulkearns of Ballarat protested
to News lleekly about this article's charge

that he had described critics of CCJP

as

anti-communist ideologues. What
Mulkearns had said was; 'A number
Iitalics added] of vehemently anti-

communist correspondents are not above
using the communist technique of fixing
labels on people. denigrating them and
summarily dismissing their arguments'.
News Vl/eekly in reply asserted that 'the
ordinary citizen's reading of the Bishop's
condemnation "a number . ." would in

fact conclude that most critics of the CCJ P
statement belong to the group'(November
6). It made no apology.

seeking to elicit a
comparable step from the Soviet U nion

period

(p

of time

27).

The CCJP understood its 198 I callfora
'unilateral step' towards disarmament as

'an

B. A.Santamaria's disagreements with the

ln

197'7 he

independent initiative such as the

argued that the CCJ P was making partisan

United States Catholic Bishops have
proposed' (p 28). Again it explicitly
disavowed unilateral disarmament. It

political statements and should not

funded by the bishops through Australian
Catholic Relief (cf. 'lhe Australian,

called for a review of the'relationship with
the United States in the hope that this will

February 18,

to further Australian initiatives to
promote gradual, mutual. balanced,

that the Commission was set up by the
Australian bishops in 1968 in line with the
wishes of Pope Paul Vl and was funded in

lead

verifiable disarmament' 1p 33).

be

..

moved

attacking the

on to

. have now

funding policies of ACR. So far
the Catholic bishops have been
rather quiet on the issues, but
they will need to come to grips
with them . .'

It

is immediately obvious that the Nen's
11' a rticle completely misrepresented
the CCJP's position. Nor does it seem to
Week

have apologised

for or corrected these

remarkable errors.

Many letter writers to the newspapers
seem

to have believed the

NeN's lleeklv

version without checking with the CCJP
document itself. and repeated the

accusations of unilateralism and antiAmericanism. Even an editorial in The

5)

Australian (February

reported

the

accusations without refutation.
Despite attempts to clarify the issues by
the CCJP and the responsible bishops, the

flood of letters to The

Australian
illustrated the success oi the distortion in
the minds of many people.
1
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appeared to do.

Thirdly. the CCJP is.not a

secret

organisation with political objectives, but
a body appointed by the bishops to
promote discussion and debate among
Caiholics on social issues from an ethical
viewpoint. Unavoidably, these will have
political implications but that is incidental.

The aim is to improve ethical

debate

among Catholics, not to secure political or
industrial powe r, such as the old
Movement intended.
Finally, the status of the Commission is
clear. It has none of the ambiguity of the

old

Movement about whether

it

was

Catholic Action or not. The CCJP has no
CCJP with the Movement is misleading.
This long debate throws a fresh light on

Santamaria's claim that Catholics have
never had the education function of ACR
explained, inferring that they have been
misled (cf. Nev, lVeekl.v, January 8. I986).

1977).

Archbishop Cleeson of Adelaide replied

similar fashion to its counterparts in other
countries. Full reports of what happened
to ACR money were available to Catholics

'The accusations

different. First, the CCJ P is not involved in
partisan political activity as was the old
Movement.
Secondly, the CCJP does not claim that
all loyal Catholics must agree with it or
follow its directives, as the Movement

party political role at all. For these
reasons, Mr Santamaria's comparison of

Santamaria's objections
CCJP go back some years.

I would suggest that the positions of CCJP

in their churches.

Mr Santamaria rejoined that the CCJP

was not genuinely educational

but
propagandist. 'That is the essential point
. . There is a role for propaganda, but it

should be privately financed'. he said
(Catholic Weeklv, March 3, 19'17. ll).
Referring to his own experience when

'It

claimed that 'the statement
explicitly advocates unilateral

disarmament". and said it could
"almost have been written by the
Communist Party". A look at
the draft document, however,
reveals these criticisms as being
grossly distorted and blatantly
untrue.'

running the Catholic Social Movement
during the 1950s, he said that in January
1958 he had accepted the view that official
Catholic bodies should not hold particular
political views.
My impression was that this issue was
settled as far back as the niid-fifties
when the Bishops ceased to assist the
Catholic SocialMovemenl on the basis

that while the fight against

Communisnr was incumbent on every
Catholic as a matter of principle. the
particular political attitudes rvhich that
body believed to be essential to an
effective contest could not be officially
supported by the Church.
He said that this also rneant that the
Church could not fund the'propagandist'

CCJP (Catholit' Weekl.t', March 3.

1977,

Michael Whiteli', director of ACR
replied that it had distributed hundreds of
thousands of copies of reports at all
Catholic churches giving full details of
ACR funding, a fact well known to
Santamaria. Santamaria's argument thal
Catholics have not been informed is clearll
quite intenable.
More seriously, he charges the CCJP
with basing its statements on 'Marxist or
quasi-Marxist propositions and
assumptions'. But the central questlon
concerns the authority of the CCJP:
'Perhaps the most objectionable aspect of
this year's Statement was the authority it
claimed. since it is on the basis of this
authority that its quasi-Marxist postures

that Santamaria himself could not do it.

are funnelled into Catholic seminaries,
religious orders', etc (Neu,s Weekly,

why should they let CCJP'l

January 8. 1986).

I I ).

ln other words, if

the bishops decided

The authority of the Commission
Some Catholics are confused about
whether they are required

to agree as

Church statements varies with the level of

which Catholics are obliged to accept de
Jide. Most statements require 'religious
assent', but this allows for the possibility of

of dissent.

dissent in varying degrees.

This was not well understood in the past
1950s many

for instance,
thought that everything in papal

Catholic social activists,

encyclicals was binding in faith, and so
they championed papal proposals such as
the corporate state.
More surprising was the claim of the
Catholic bishops in their 1949 statement

Catholic Action in Australia, which said
that those who disagreed with the policy or
directives of the National Secretariat, at
that time headed by B. A. Santamaria,
were disloyal to their religion.
'Hence any antipathy or even
lukewarmness towards Catholic Aciton on

I

greater authority than concrete
applications. In this letter
we address many concrete questions

concerning the arms race,
contemporary warfare. weapons

systems, and negotiating strategies. We
do not intend that our treatment ofeach
of these issues carry the same moral
authority as our statements of universal

of any Catholic could not be
reconciled w'ith a deep and fervent
Catholic sprrit' (italics in original). The

Hence

it is

understandable

if

some

Catholics are confused about the standing
of the Catholic Commission for Justice
and Peace today, nearly four decades after

such

a

vigorous endorsement

of

the

Movement.

In general, the degree and type ofassent
which Catholics are required to give to

1983 statement

The Challenge of Peace, anticipated this
problem of the authority of the statement
and what assent they required ofCatholics.
They referred to the Vatican Council,
saying that general moral principles had

the part

bishops insisted that all in Catholic Action
were to support the National Secretariat,
and an 'offence against this spirit [of cooperation and unity.] must be viewed in a
most serious light in the crisis of the
present day'.

However, the moral judgments that we
in specific cases, while not
binding in conscience, are to be given
serious attention and consideration by
Catholics as they determine whether

n practice, there are very few statements

The US Bishops
The US Bishops in their

se").'

make

Christian faith, and the significance of the
statement in the circumstances.

Catholics with the statements of the CCJP.
The problem is a real one, for it is only in
recent decades that theologians have made
clear what degree of assent the Church
required for different types of statements,
and consequently the legitimacy and scope

in Australia. Up to the

U

authority making the statement, the
closeness of its content to the core of

their moral judgments are

l-he US bishops said that some
Catholics may legitimately and with
sincerity disagree with their conclusions; in
complex issues like this, a variety of views
was to be expected though all hold the
same moral principles. They urged'mutual
respect among different groups in the
church'.
'Not only conviction and commitment'
are needed in the church. but also civilitv
and charity'.

The CCJP Position
The Australian CCJP document Work

for

a Just Peace did not spell this out quite so
clearly. It recognised that in trying to apply

moral principles 'many Christians will'
come

to other conclusions. It

offers its

views for the consideration of all people of

moral principle. At times we re-assert
universally binding moral principles
(e.g., non-combatant immunity and
proportionality). At still other times we
re-affirm statements of recent popes
and the teaching of Vatican Il. Again,

goodwill'(p

at other times we apply moral principles

details.

to specific

consistent

with the Gospel.

30).

The CCJP document was approved'for
discussion and reflection' by more than
two+hirds of the bishops in line with their
agreed voting system, but they did not
intend it to bind Catholics in faith to all its

cases.

The US bishops continued that in
applying moral principles to concrete
situations 'we realize

'In practice, there are very few

-- and we wish

that prudential
readers to recognize
- based
judgments are involved
on specific
circumstances rvhich can change or which
can be interpreted differently by people of
good will (e.g. the treatment of "No First

statements which Catholics are
obliged to accept de tide. Most

statements require "religious
assent", but this allows for the
possibility of dissent in varying
degrees.'

What can we say about the CCJ P'l lt has
certain authority. since it wasestablished
by the Australian bishops in line rvith the
wishes of Pope Paul V I and continues to be
funded by them. The CCJ P does not speak
with the same authority as the bishops, but
in its own right as a body they appointed t<r
investigate social problems. lts authtrritl'
derives in great part from the intrinsic
worth of its arguments and thc supporting

a

Available from
ACFOA Bookshop
COMMENT: AFRICA'S DEVELOPMENT DISASTER
CllR. London, 1985, pp32, 5O cents plus postage.
A very readable discussion arguing Africa's famine and food problems cannot be
isolated from its neo-colonial dependence, disadvantages in the international
economy, inappropriate aid and failure of agricultural policies. Highly recommended.
GLOBAL CHALLENGE. From Crisis to Co-operation: Breaking the North-South
Stalemate. Report of the Socialist lnternational Committee on Economic Policy. Chair
M. Manley. President W. Erandt.
Pan Original, London and Sydney, 1985. pp221. 55.95 plus post.
Discusses the need for a redistribution and restructuring of power between the north
and the south if recovery and progress in both are to occur.

Order from: ACFOA. GPO Box 1562, CANBERRA, ACT, 2601
Write and receive and ACFOA Resource List.

evidence.

ln preparing Work./'or a Just Peace,

rhe

CCJP consulted rvidely among infbrmed
Catholic and non-Catholic specialists. as
well as theologians. ln the light of their
comments and under the detailcd
supervision of the rcsponsible bishops, a

final draft

rvas approved by the Catholic

bishops.

It is quitc clear that Catholics are not
bound in faith to agree rvith e\er)'thing in
such a document. But it retatns a certaln
authority as the most considcrcd olTicial
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Catholic effort to date to understand the
nuclear dilemma as it affects Australia: it
requires and deserves a fair hearing.

Special offer
Books by Tony Kelly,
author of the hymn for
the papal visit,
God of Peace
These reflections will surprise you

with their insight, realism

and

splendid sensitivity. In the freedom
of his theological professionalism,
Kelly delights in the poetry of faith,
life and mystery.

Dissenters can make a positive
contribution by advancing better

arguments.

Politics/morality division inadequate
Some CCJP critics have said that the
Church has no role to play in social
criticism or issues which touch on politics,
and that they should speak only to the
individual conscience. This is a version of
the old'back-to-the-sacristies' argument,
often res ulti ng in the com plete
privatisation of religion.
The Catholic Church has clearly rejected

such arguments, for they imply that
political or social problems may not also
be ethical problems, that the Church has

no right to speak on them or that

the

Church cannot apply moral principles to
particular circumstances.
The value of this argument can be seen
by testing it in the case of Hitler's

'A daring book which will

be

appreciated by all who admire honesty,

accept teality, who question and
wonder, who "seek the meaning of
their own humanness" and want to

believe in "a God so madly in love with
us, that he gave himself for the lile of

the world".'

Germany. Who would seriously deny that
the Church was justified in speaking out
against Nazi policies'l Clearly the Church
cannot simply vacate the political arena.
The Church undoubtedly had the duty
not only to speak about abstract moral
principles, but to drivd home their
application in Nazi Germany. Obviously

such statements would have political
significance, but the Church would be
primarily addressing the moral or ethical
issues involved.

nature of the ANZUS alliance has changed

dramatically as Australia has become
more closely linked with US military and
communication systems, B52 flights and
visits from nuclear-powered and possibly
nuclear-armed ships.
Why should it be anti-American to ask
such questions when the US bishops have
done likewise? The question of nuclear war
is perhaps the most threatening of all
moral issues today, and the bishops and
their agencies must both address it on
moral grounds and suggest applications.
Not just the credibility of the CCJ P has
been placed in question, but that of the
bishops themselves, and their right to
speak on moral issues which impinge on
the politicalarena. lndeed, in my view. it is
the bishops who should have been making
this statement on peace, not simply the
CCJP.

'It

is quite clear that Catholics
are not bound in faith to agree

everything in such a
document. But it retains a
certain authority as the rnost
considered official Catholic
effort to underctand the nuclear
dilemma as it affects Australia.
It requires and deserves a fair

with

hearing.'

It seems that the Church felt constrained
against opposing the Nazis more directly
because of the fear of a mass apostasy fro m

Catholicism.
Who also today would deny that. despite

al times great courage and

severe

persecution, German Catholics should
have opposed the Nazis, particularly their
anti-Semitism. earlier and with even more
A meditation on Christian love.

determination'l
The example shows clearly how moral
issues can underlie political ones. and horv
the Church must then speak out precisely
on the moral grounds. even at the risk of
alienating some of its own members. To
deny the Church a right to speak on issues

which touch politics. to restrict

its

to abstract principles or to
it to appeal solely to individual

statements

allow

conscience, provides no solution
Meditations in Christian faith.

$5 each, postage free
Stock now limited
Name..............

Address..........

Order from: Outlook Media, GPO Box
2134. Sydney. 2OO1, NSW.
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to

the

difficulty.

Why could they not do what the US
bishops have done, spelling out the

different levels of authority in the
statement and indicating the scope for
informed debate and dissent'l
The bishops then must reaffirm the

legitimacy of the CCJ P statement
prepared on their instructions. While

recognising the CCJ P's status as an official
Church body, they should clarify. as have
the US bishops, the scope for informed
dissent in the suggested application of
moral principles.

This could clear the air and improve the

quality of debate. lntelligent disagreement
and courteous dissent could lead to more
positive contributions to the discussion.
Meanwhile the campaign against ACR
has turned to allegations of funding for

Communist organisations.

Santamaria

Nuclear War

has now accused 'Task Force Detainees'in

The U S, German and French bishops have
all endorsed the Pope's vierv that nuclear
deterrence can be justified only on
condition that it provides a context l'or
disarmament. This concern rvith the
conditional acceptance of the legitimacy of
deterrence is rvell stressed by the CCJP.
What does this mean lbr Australia'l
It is not only proper but essential lor the

the Philippines of being Communist. This
is much the same sort of charge that the
Marcos regime used to make.
Missionaries recently returned from the
Philippines have insisted, on the contrary.

Catholic Church to revierv the ANZUS
alliance in the light of this question. The

the TFD is one of the most

respected

Church organisations for human rights in
the country a nd far from being
Communist. Who\ credibility is at stake

here, ACR's, the bishops' or
Santamaria's'll

